
 

OF. PRES. nº 563/2021                                                São Paulo, Brazil, Oct. 19, 2021. 

 
 
To the Norsk Flygerforbund (NF)  

SAS Pilots 

Cpt. Yngve Carlsen 

President of NF 

 

Subject: SNA (ALPA Brazil) – Support Letter to Norsk Flygerforbund (NF) – Norway ALPA 

 

 

Dear Colleagues,  

 

I am writing to you on behalf of all pilots affiliated to the Brazilian National Flight Crew Union (SNA). We 

stand in solidarity behind SAS pilots represented by the NF.  

 

We have been informed by IFALPA that, due to the pandemic, SAS management laid off 560 pilots (40% 

of the workforce). Last September, the airline management informed its remaining employees that new 

companies were being established (“SAS Connect” and “SAS Link”). These companies will be based at 

current SAS bases in Copenhagen, Oslo, and Stockholm. The airline is undergoing a fleet change from B737 

to A320 and Embraer E1, and the new airplanes will be placed within these new companies, reducing the 

SAS fleet from 100 to 39 short-haul airplanes. According to the request, pilots that were fired are not 

being re-hired and must re-apply for their previous jobs on new Terms and Conditions via SAS Connect 

Crew Services (fully owned SAS staffing agencies) and re-starting their careers. It is also likely that very 

few fired pilots will be employed in the new companies, as SAS management wants to evade business 

transfer laws in Scandinavia.  

 

As a consequence of this, NF requests, through IFALPA, the following Mutual Assistance:  

Request for Recruitment Ban (2.4.3)  

Request for the Denial of Training Facilites (2.4.4)  

Request for Denial of Cockpit Crew Contracting (2.4.6) 

 

SNA believes that the precariousness of working conditions, through mass layoffs, with subsequent 

rehiring by companies of the same economic group, with different legal bases, lower wages and working 

conditions different from the previous ones, are inconceivable. This kind of legal strategy to avoid labor 

rights cannot be accepted in democratic states of law, such Norway, and must not be tolerated by the 

labor justice of this country. 

 

Therefore, SNA fully supports SAS pilots represented by Norsk Flygerforbund and will provide all the 

support in case you need it. 

  



 

Please keep SNA and the global pilot community up to date with your progress and any developments. 

Rest assured that all pilots within SNA will be available to provide all the necessary support to Norsk 

Flygerforbund brothers and sisters.   

 

We stand by your side. 

 
In Unity, 

 
 
 
Marcelo Ceriotti 
SNA International Affairs Director and IFALPA Director 
IFALPA Regional Vice-President (SAM/SOUTH) 


